
dynamic earth enterprises ltd job advert 
 

Retail Sales Assistant/Duty Supervisor 

About Us 
Dynamic Earth is a unique and iconic visitor’s attraction; it is like nothing else on Earth. It’s a 
chance to experience the primeval forces of nature as they shaped our planet, to journey 
through space and time and even go on a 4D VENTURE around the world. You’ll be 
embarking on the interactive adventure of a lifetime - the lifetime of our planet.  This means 
that you will be working in an exhilarating, interesting and engaging work environment.   
 
Requirements 
Provide a 5 star professional sales service to customers within a busy Retail environment 
and assist in the day to day running of our gift shop.  To advise customers and answer any 
queries they may have and offer guidance on available products within the shop.  To 
deputise for the retail supervisor in their absence and have supervisor responsibility on 1 day 
every week. 
 
Responsibilities 

 Provide a high standard of customer service ensuring that customers are assisted and 
that needs are fully met at all times 

 Provide cover for the retail supervisor for holidays and absence plus one day per week 

 Price goods correctly and display stock neatly  

 Display merchandise to maximum effect 

 Keep stock clean and tidy at all times 

 Maintain a high standard of tidiness and cleanliness throughout the shop 

 Accurately and methodically assist with cash handling and transactions 

 Use cash registers as in line with company practice 

 Be security conscious when handling cash and credit cards 

 Maintain a high standard of punctuality, hygiene and personal appearance 

 Work in a positive and constructive manner under the guidance of the Retail Manager 
and Supervisor 

 
Qualifications and experience  

 Previous supervisory experience within a similar retail environment is essential 

 Excellent written and verbal communication skills 

 A positive ‘can do’ attitude with a passion for customer service 

 Cash handling and numeracy skills are also are essential 
 
Benefits 

 Complimentary entry to Dynamic Earth for family and friends 

 Free staff car-parking 

 25% Discount in the Natural Selection Gift Shop 

 Subsidised meals from the Food Chain Café 

 Free entry to ASVA member Visitor attractions (subject to conditions) 

 Unlimited Gym Membership at MacDonald Holyrood Hotel 

 Staff Canteen (complimentary tea, coffee, bread) 

 Staff Excellence Award - High street vouchers 

 Company pension contribution of 5% 

 Confidential advice-line through Canada Life 

 Company workwear issued including dynamic earth branded polo shirts and fleece 
 
Please upload your CV & Cover Letter setting out why you think you are the best person for 
this job. 
 
Due to the likelihood of us receiving a high volume of applications, only those 
candidates selected for an interview will be contacted upon application.  


